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Section 17: The results obtained by T. D. RINEY. 
From the formula of Stirling it follows that for each positive constant e 
and for each constant integer M;;;;; 0 the function 1) 
(206) 
where p-;;;,q, satisfies in the sector -n+e<argw<n-e for large !w! an 
order relation of the form 
(207) g(w) = (2n)l<l-"'> 1X"'w+P-l c~: T(o.:w:P+m) + 0 (r(o.:w:P+M))}' 
where 
(l 'P 
(208) ~X=q+ 1-p; p =! e1-! at+! (1-~X) and ao= 1. 
i=O i=l 
The purpose of Riney's first 1958 paper is to show that the coefficients 
am (m;;;;O) satisfy a linear recurrence relation with length -;;;,q. This is a 
great improvement not only by comparison with his 1956 paper, but also 
by comparison with the parts I and II of this communication, where the 
coefficient am is evaluated by means of an inductive formula which 
involves all the preceding coefficients ao, a1, ... , am-1· 
The result obtained by Riney in his first 1958 paper follows from 
theorem 21 as follows. The function g(w) satisfies the functional relation 
(w+a1)(w+a2) ... (w+ap)g(w)-(w+eo)(w+e1) ... (w+e11)g(w+1)=0, 
so that F(z)=g(zjtX) satisfies 
~X"'(z+tXa1) ... (z+~Xap)F(z)-(z+~X(lo) ... (z+~¥(111)F(z+tX)=0. 
Replacing z by z + p we obtain 
XP(z+p)F(z+p) + Xq+l(z+q+ 1)F(z+q+ 1) = 0, 
1) In this section I use the same notation as Mr. RINEY. If we replace p, q, 
a11, (]II by s, t, -a,., -(]II we obtain the notation used in the parts I and II of this 
communication and also used in section 5. 
where 
(209) 
and 
358 
(210) Xa+1(z)= -(z+~o-tX)(z+tX£?1-IX) ... (z+IX£?a-1X). 
Let us consider theorem 21 with L=q+1 and Xl(z)=O for O.;;;;l.;;;;q; 
l#p. Then it follows from (209) and (210) that for l=p and also for l=q+ 1 
the coefficients c, and ci respectively of zl and zl-1 in the polynomial 
Xi(z) have the values 
'IJ ll 
ep = IX"'i ca+l = -1; c; = IX"'H I a"; c;H =-IX I (e1-1). 
i""'l i=O 
If theorem 21 can be applied here it yields 
(211) xz F(z) F(z) "'(2n)i(1-<>) IX{J-i I' am F(z) 
m F(z+m+s) 
with suitably chosen constants X, s and am (m;;;;.O). Comparison with 
(207) shows that this is only possible with X =IX-1; s={J; ao= l. Indeed 
X= IX-1 is a simple root of the equation cpX"' + Ca+l = 0 which has the 
form (XtX)"-1=0, so that we can apply theorem 21 with X=IX-1. As 
we have already remarked, the result s={J follows from (207), but it 
follows also from (172). 
According to theorem 21 the coefficients am(m;;;;. 1) are determined by 
linear recurrence relations with length .;;;; L- 1 = q. To obtain these 
relations we introduce an arbitrary constant .A. and we define the constants 
y11(0.;;;;n.;;;;p) and y~(o.;;;;n.;;;;q+ 1) by the identities 
~ F(z+l+p) (212) (z+1Xa1) (z+IX0"2) ... (z+tXap) = ,/=/n F(z+l+n) 
and 
Then the recurrence relation (174) between the coefficients am can be 
written as 
"" (-)r-m-n F(r+f3-l) {( p-n ) -(q+l-n) '}a -0 (r=:;;.2) m+7-~ F(m+n+f3-l) r-m-n Yn r-m-n y,. m- ""' · 
r-1-ao;;;m.,.;;r-1 
Mr. RINEY has found his results by means of Laplace transformations. 
I could have used the same transformations in this communication but 
I have chosen everywhere the direct proof. Mr. G. VAN ZwALENBERG will 
devote his doctor's thesis to factorial expansions in which he will apply 
two formal analogous transformations which in asymptotics have the 
same advantages as has the Laplace transformation but which possess 
moreover the advantage that considerations of convergence and analyticity 
are superfluous. 
359 
In a paper which probably will appear in the Proceedings of the Glasgow 
Mathematical Association Mr. E. M. WRIGHT has found a linear recurrence 
relation of length < q between the coefficients am by using the fact that, 
if, for some ,; > 0 and some Am, IXm 
(214) f(t)-! xAm o( 1 ) 
- m= 1 T(xt+£Xm) + T(xt+£XM+I) 
for all large jtj such that Re t>c, then as jzl--+ ex> in a suitable sector in 
the z-plane the function 
00 
(215) F(z) = I f(n)z"' 
.. -o 
satisfies the order relation 
00 
(216) F(z) = zez (I AmZ-"m+OZ-"'M+I}, 
m=1 
where Z is an appropiate value of z1'"· The significance of the method lies 
in the fact that the coefficients Am occurring in (214), are the same as 
those which occur in (216}, so that for the evalution of the coefficients 
Am occurring in (214) it is sufficient to examine the behavior for large jzj 
of the function F(z) defined in (215). 
Finally some remarks on the second paper published by Mr. RINEY in 
1958. According to the formula of Stirling for each positive constant a 
and for each constant integer M~O the function (g(w))-1, where g(w) is 
defined in (206), satisfies in the sector -n+a<argw<n-a an order 
relation of the form l M-1 (217) (g(w})-1 = (2:n;)l<"- 1l IX-<>W-.BH {m~o am F(IXW-1-{J -m) + 
+ OF(IXW+ {J -M)}; 
here p:£q; IX, {J and ao are defined in (208} and the coefficients am (m~ 1) 
denote suitably chosen constants, not the same as in (207). 
The purpose of Riney's second 1958 paper is to show that also in this 
case the coefficients am satisfy a linear recurrence relation with length <;q. 
This result is as follows a consequence of theorem 20. 
The function F(z)=(g(z/IX))-1 satisfies the functional relation 
IX"'(z+ IX0"1)(z+ IXO"a) ... (z+ IXO"p)F(z+ IX}- (z.+ /Xl?o)(z+ IX£?1) ... (z+ IX£?q}F(z) = 0. 
Replacing z by z-q-1 we obtain 
Xp(z-p)F(z-p)+ Xq+I(z-q-1}F(z-q-1) = 0, 
where 
and 
360 
We can apply theorem 20 with X =iX-1 and we obtain 
iXz(T(z))-1 F(z) ,__, (2:n;)i(a-1l iX-.BH 2' am T(z~fz)m). 
m 
That the exponent s is equal to - fJ follows from (217) and also from 
(157). According to the said theorem the coefficients am (m> 1) are 
determined by linear recurrence relations with length <, L- 1 = q. These 
relations have the following form, where A. denotes an arbitrary number: if 
and 
then 
2 
m+n;;>r 
r-1-cz;;>m;;>r-1 
T(r-{3+).) {( p-n ) (q+l-n) '} 0 T(m+n-{3+).) r-m-n Yn- r-m-n Yn am= (r~ 2). 
